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TA B L E O F C O N T E N T S
Print Work
Outcomes List
Design Plan
Community Layout
Letterhead
App Mockups
Business Cards
Illustrations
Viewbook
Posters
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Web Work
Site Map
Wireframes
Comprehensives
Final Screenshots

Final Work
Completed Show
Final Assessment
Audience Response
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4

Outcomes List
Interactive Website
Business Cards
Brochures
Interior Drawings
Exterior Drawings
Community Layout
Letterhead
T-Shirts
Process Book
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Design Plan

Novus Design Schedule
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mon

wed

1

first day of class

refine logo/critique

outcomes due
edit portfolio

2

finish portfolio
first critique

improve portfolio
website sitemap

improve portfolio
start website comp

3

critique site plan
begin html code

4

critique web progress
plan layout

sketch layout

finish layout sketch
sketch exterior

5

critique sketches
begin interior sketches

continue interior

finish interior
illustrate sketches

6

critique sketches
and illustrations

continue illustrations

continue illustrations

7

critique illustrations
design business cards

refine business cards
letterhead/envelope

refine letterhead
and envelope

8

critique business card,
letterhead/envelope

design brochure

design brochure

continue html
begin css

fri

finish basic
html and css

mon
9
10

wed

fri

spring break: develop website

critique brochure and
web progress

refine brochure

refine all
continue web work
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critique website

refine portfolio

12

critique portfolio

process book
more web work

process book
and web work

13

present portfolio
review items

finalize portfolio

process book
and web work

14

senior show layout

show installation

show installation

15

show installation

show installation

finish installation

16

final presentation

refine portfolio
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Community Layout
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Letterhead

Novus
April 17, 2018
John Rocker
1449 Park Street
Philladelphia, PA 19099

Dear Mr. Rocker,
We wanted to thank you for booking your room for the weekend of
May 11th to the 13th. As you likely know, part of the experience
of living at Novus is to learn more about renewable energy and
the technology that utilizes said energy sources. The main type of
renewable energy you will be working with is solar power.
However, we don’t expect everyone to come here just to learn. While
working hands-on with devices that use solar power will help you
understand how it all works, you will still have plenty of time to
enjoy your stay and to relax.
Some noteable areas to visit outside of your room are the glasshouse,
which is opened to visitors during the day and our walking trails that
navigate you around Alcove Lake.
Thank you for your purchase and we hope to see you soon.

Sincerely,
Devin A D’Arrigo
CEO of Novus
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App Mockups
HOMEPAGE

Novus

mobile app
Easily track your energy usage and
measure your carbon footprint directly from any mobile device.

TAP TO CONTINUE
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App Mockups
UTILITY TRACKER
Novus App Beta 1.0

2 19 18
Utility Tracker

BASED ON YOUR INPUT TODAY, WE
ESTIMATE THAT YOU USED:
TRANSPORTATION
2.3 gal

29 kwh

14 hrs

87 gal

ELECTRICITY

HEATING

WATER

DETAILED RESULTS
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App Mockups
YOUR SCORE
Novus App Beta 1.0

2 19 18
MR. ROCKER, BASED ON YOUR INPUT TODAY WE
ESTIMATED THAT YOU USED:

2.3 gal

29 kwh

14 hrs

87 gal

TRANSPORTATION

ELECTRICITY

HEATING

WATER

VIEW YOUR SCORE FOR TODAY
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App Mockups
HOW IT WORKS
My idea for the app was originally to design
a mobile app that would rate your use of
energy compared to the average of other
users. This would be downloaded onto a
smartphone and require user input to achieve
the desired measurements.
After some review, I changed the app to
the idea of a software intergrated with our
living areas. That way, there would be no
user input necessary and the program could
measure energy usage without human error.
The idea of this software was not something
I decided to prioritize and instead focused
on more print designs and my website.
However, I think it was an interesting aspect
of my project and therefore included it.
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Business Cards (Front)
FIRST CONCEPT

www.novusliving.com
contactnovus@gmail
315 492 3696
2414 Cadwell Street
Alcove NY 12004

SECOND CONCEPT

website
email
phone
address
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www.novusliving.com
contactnovus@gmail
315 492 3696
2414 Cadwell Street
Coeymans NY 12045

Business Cards (Front)
THIRD CONCEPT
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FOURTH CONCEPT
www.novusliving.com
contactnovus@gmail
315 492 3696
2414 Cadwell Street
Coeymans, New York 12045
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Business Cards (Back)
FIRST CONCEPT

www.novusliving.com
contactnovus@gmail
315 492 3696
2414 Cadwell Street
Alcove NY 12004

SECOND CONCEPT
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Business Cards (Back)
THIRD CONCEPT

ASSESSMENT
With my business card I was trying to break
apart my logo and use it as a vessel for the
type. Some of my designs focused on the
black circle and the others try to use the
red triangle. I also tried changing the type
between Bodoni and Futura.
I was pretty sold on the fourth concept of
the front and the third concept of the back,
but after critiques my peers suggested just
placing the logo on the back.
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Business Cards (Final)
FINAL FRONT DESIGN
www.novusliving.com
contactnovus@gmail
315 492 3696

2414 Cadwell Street
Alcove, New York 12004

FINAL BACK DESIGN
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Business Cards (Photos)
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Illustrations (Original)
ORIGINAL IDEA
From the beginning I planned on using modern
and contemporary designs as inspiration for
my drawings. By doing this I would be able to
visually express my plans for comfortable living
areas, while also staying with the retro and highend attributes of my brand.
My initial style for my illustrations was to draw
mostly with vectors in grayscale, and then
combine some raster images into the design.
The main issue with this style was that it didn’t
match my brand. The drawings felt very
contained and visually heavy. I couldn’t seem to
get the right feel I wanted from the raster images
either, as getting objects that looked natural in a
custome environment was tricky.

NEW IDEA
My goal from here was to open up the
composition to make it feel lighter and focus on
just the vector elements, rather than any raster.
The work for this brand that I had created up to
this point felt unified, and these drawings felt like
they had drifted away from the brand identity I
had established.
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ORIGINAL DESIGNS
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Illustrations (Interior)
NEW STYLE
The new style I settled on definitely fits my
brand identity better than the other style. By
reducing the amount of objects in the space and
not illustrating any cieling, walls, or floors the
composition feels much more open and spacious.
The use of the Novus red strokes was at first just
to help me see the outline of my object better, but
after making the fill of objects white I decided to
use it in my style to accomplish a light feeling.

KITCHEN DESIGN
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BEDROOM DESIGN

LOUNGE DESIGN
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Illustrations (Exterior)
BUILDING DESIGN

EXTERIOR STYLE
For my exterior style, I pretty much used the same
exact design as my interiors, which made them
easier to do. The only difference is that I put them
on a green plane to represent grass or foliage,
rather than a blue plane to represent a window,
which obviously doesn’t make sense.
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GLASSHOUSE DESIGN

ASSESSMENT
Once all of my illustrations were complete, I was
really happy with how they turned out. I had
planned to do drawings from the beginning, but
decided I would organize them into a viewbook
that would focus just on their design and some
type mentioning their purpose.
The glasshouse was an extra addition, because
I felt like having 3 interior designs and only 1
interior created a weird balance. The idea of a
glasshouse also fits into my project perfectly.
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Viewbook
PURPOSE
I decided to create a viewbook to not only
showcase my illustrations but to provide a
printed piece that summarized each different
area of the living space.
My plan was to create a horizonal layout and to
have each illustration taking up an entire spread.
I eventually had each illustration take up about
75% of each spread, and provided plenty of
room for any text I wanted to add.
I decided to make each page 6 inches in height
and 7.5 inches in width, resulting an opened
book being 6 by 17 inches.
It worked out quite well, since all of my
illustrations are horizontal and fit comfortably on
each of the spreads.

Dimensions of viewbook.
(Not to scale)
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Viewbook (Cover)
ORIGINAL DESIGN

Novus

Viewbook
Spring Edition

2018
I recieved a lot of good feedback on this design,
and I figured it would be the one I rolled with.
However, after it was brought to my attention
that the negative space implyed the shape of a
swastika, I obviously had to make some changes.
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Viewbook (Cover)
FINAL FRONT DESIGN

Novus

Viewbook
Spring Edition

2018
The final design is a bit similar to the previous
version. I got rid of two of the squares and made
the remaining two with no fill and used the red
stroke to unify with the style of all my drawings.
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FINAL BACK DESIGN

For the design on the back, I kept it pretty simple.
My intention was to remove all the type from
the front and reflect the shapes so that the lower
rectangles would connect on the front and back.
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Viewbook (Photos)
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Viewbook (Inside)
CATALOGUE DESIGN

Catalogue:
EXTERIOR
2

Building

4

Glasshouse

INTERIOR
6

Kitchen

8

Lounge

10

Bedroom

For the catalogue page I used the greens I
used in my exterior drawings, as the soft color
contrasted well with the vibrant red of my brand.
The design is a pretty simple asymetical layout
that just shows the different sections and the
page numbers of each part.
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Viewbook (Inside)
ILLUSTRATION SPREADS
As I had planned, I placed each drawing over
a majority of the spreads. I outlined the word
‘Design’ just to add more consistency with the
idea of the red strokes and white fill.
I also placed the page numbers in outlined boxes
that go off of the page and placed type that
either said ‘Exterior’ or ‘Interior’ at a 270 degree
angle to label each spread.

Novus Viewbook

Spring Edition

EXTERIOR

Building
Design
The main building at Novus is designed
to allow for natural light to come in
through the windows during the day.
By doing this we can reduce the amount
of energy used on indoor lighting.
All of our rooms feature large windows
which take up most of the wall space to
provide lighting and a great view of the
vast forest surrounding our community.
Our roof is covered with solar panels
that provide us with plenty of energy.

2

3

Novus Viewbook

Spring Edition

EXTERIOR

Glasshouse
Design
The glasshouse provides our community
with fresh organic produce.
Located behind our main building, the
glasshouse contains an assortment of
fruits and vegetables in which we farm,
prepare, and then serve to you.
Our glasshouse also has an array of
other plantlife that simply help keeps the
air cleaner or fights against pests.
The glasshouse is open to supervised
visitors from 10am to 3pm.
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4

5

Novus Viewbook

Spring Edition

INTERIOR

Kitchen
Design
Our kitchens are centered around a very
modern and contemporary design. This
featured illustration shows some of the
physical layout of our kitchen.
We provide a large window for all
of our kitchens to allow for natural
lighting and a great view of the forest
surrounding our community.
Every kitchen comes with a large sink,
plenty of storage space, a refrigerator,
and two kitchen islands.
All surfaces are made of stainless steel.
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Novus Viewbook

Spring Edition

INTERIOR

Lounge
Design
Lounges at Novus are the main
designation for relaxing.
As usual we provide a large window
covering most of the wall to let in all of
that natural light.
Lounges have a 60 inch smart TV,
surround sound audio, and an
assortment of cozy couches.
With plenty of comfortable sofa space,
this is where you can come to unwind
and enjoy your stay at Novus.
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Novus Viewbook

INTERIOR
8

Spring Edition

Bedroom
Design
The bedrooms in our living areas feature
a smaller window to provide more
privacy, but still allow for lighting.
To provide maximum comfort, all of our
bedsheets are made of 100% Egyptian
cotton and our pillows and matresses
are made using memory foam.
Bedrooms also contain a 36 inch smart
TV, dressers for clothing, and some
surface space.
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Posters
PURPOSE
My first idea for my posters was to create 3; a
vertical one that was 24 by 18 inches and then
two horizonal ones mounted to the right that
were 12 by 18 inches and stacked on top of
each other.
I ended up deciding to create just two vertical
posters that were both 2 by 3 feet. My intention
for the posters was to somehow represent the
brand in a fresher way, or in a design that was a
bit different from all of the other work I had done
up to that point.
I decided the main three elements I wanted were
my logo, one of my drawings, and some type
explaining the community or a tagline.
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Posters (Vertical 1)
LEFT POSTER DESIGN

advanced living.

ASSESSMENT
I managed to intergrate the logo,
tagline, and illustration so they all
felt like one composition.
The grey background was a
recommendation to help the
drawing visually pop more, which
I believe worked.
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Posters (Vertical 2)
RIGHT POSTER DESIGN

We focus on introducing people to a
life with renewable energy seamlessly
intergrated into their daily routine.
By combining high-end living with
a green lifestyle, we hope to increase the
use of renewable energy in a typical home.
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Posters (Photos)
MOUNTED POSTERS
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Site Map
Home Page
Introduction to brand and
website. Navigation links
to other pages (below) on
site. Logo is displayed and
any photos are in black
and white.

Gallery

Location

Contact

Webpage that displays my
illustrations and rendering
of the community, exterior
building design and interior
living space design.

Page talks more about the
Upstate NY location and
elaborates why we thought
it would be a good choice.
Photos and satellite images.

Features an email, phone
number, address. Possible
online form to fill out to
send message.

Purchase

About

Page that explains all of
the options available for
purchase. Varies from a
short weekend vacation to
a full year of ownership.

Page that explains more
about the brand and
our mission. Vision and
Mission statements. Show
statistics about the benefits
of renewable energy vs
nonrenewable energy.
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Wireframes
HOME PAGE
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GALLERY PAGE

PURCHASE PAGE

CONTACT PAGE
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Comprehensives
HOME PAGE
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GALLERY PAGE
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Comprehensives
PURCHASE PAGE

44

CONTACT PAGE
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Final Screenshots
HOME PAGE
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GALLERY PAGE
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Final Screenshots
PURCHASE PAGE

48

CHECKOUT PAGE
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Final Screenshots
DEVELOPMENT PAGE

50

CONTACT PAGE
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Completed Show
2 Posters (2 x 3 ft)

100 business cards (2 x 3.5 in)

10 Letterheads (8.5 x 11 in)

Process Book (8 x 10 in)

3 Viewbooks (6 x 8.5 in)

3 T-Shirts (Large)

Interactive Website (6 pages)
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Final Assessment
I would say that my project has come together
pretty well. While I was originally going to
focus on creating more printed objects, I
think that the effort of adding animation and
interactivity helped strengthen it.
Something I really wanted to do for my
site was to use JavaScript to add up the
total prices based on what was selected. I
eventually did it, after about 4 hours, but other
than the animation it’s probably my favorite
part of my website.
For the pieces that I did print, I’m very happy
with everything, especially my viewbooks.
The overall design is a little different from
everything else, straying from red and black
while managing to stay on brand. The
viewbooks instead use the white fill with the
red stroke and use a light green and blue to
keep the design from being too heavy.
I think that my illustrations are a very strong
aspect of my project, as they are on my
posters, the focus of my viewbook, and
animated on my website.
My business cards are probably my second
strongest printed piece, even though I sent
them out to Mu. I spent many weeks playing
around and ripping my logo apart to try and
create an interesting design for the cards. In
the end, I did just put the logo on the back, but
I really enjoy the design of the front and all of
the work I did changing my logo eventually
lead me to creating my favicon.
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The letterhead is pretty plain, but it works for
the brand. Up until the last minute I had all of
the type in Futura, but began to appreciate
how Bodoni looks in printed work. The t-shirts
were pretty much just a last minute thing, I
threw my logo on a white t-shirt and had
them delivered. While there is no design on
the back or any other type, I think people
are willing to wear almost anything with an
interesting logo on it.
My posters I’m personally not a huge fan of,
which is ultimately my own fault since I didn’t
get as much time as I would have liked to
create them and needed to just print them out.
However, I think they work for the show and
represent my brand well enough.
Each of my pieces of work fit together pretty
well, following the brand identity I developed
last semester. I gladly expanded my color
choices, adding a gray slate and using a
light blue and green in my illustrations. I also
began to use a red stroke with a white fill.
I do wish I had managed my time better and
created a few more printed items, but I’m
pleased with the designs on what I have.

Audience Response
I believe that I will have a pretty positive
audience response. My main source of user
interaction will come from my website, which
has interaction on the purchase, checkout, and
contact page.
The purchase page doesn’t have too much,
but it give the rates for the different rooms and
have a button going to the checkout page.
As seen in my screenshots, the checkout page
has a form where users can select their room
type and how many days they want to stay
and then the total price will be calculated for
them below. There is also a ‘confirm purchase’
button that causes a modal to drop down and
thank them for their purchase.

My business card is also pretty successful for
viewing, since the design is pretty strong and
also has all of the brand’s contact information.
My letterhead and t-shirt would hypothetically
be very interactive and viewable, since I
would be sending people the letterhead to
read and if people wanted they could buy and
wear my t-shirts.
I think most of my work is very effective in
communicating the brand and the visual
messages of each piece. As I stated before,
I would have like to done a few more print
pieces, but I think doing extra work on my
website was a solid alternative.

The contact page has text pop up above
where the user types to remind them what they
are filling in (ie. the text ‘Name’ will pop up
while they are typing in their name).
Viewing is also a large part of my project,
as I created illustrations of what my living
areas would look like. They are shown on my
website, both on the gallery page and the
development page where they are animated.
I also have my posters that have two of my
illustrations and are placed behind my table
on the wall.
I would say that my viewbook is my most
effective printed piece, since I think the design
is very strong, unique, and stays on brand. It
shows all of my drawings and has some type
talking about what each room features.
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